
                 

            CBC NEWSLETTER AUGUST 2021 

From the Chair:  

A GUIDELINE FOR BREEDERS WHEN CHOOSING THEIR NEW PUPPY OWNERS 

   

PREAMBLE: What is a Breeder? 

  There are two kinds. 

There is the “Breeder” that has a litter of puppies  – whether by accident or by plan with 

normally,  financial gain as the end game. This kind of ‘breeder’ has little or no knowledge of 

the breed and manages his pups in a ‘different’ manner. This kind of ‘breeder’ has also been 

known to have multiple breeds in their kennel and also breeds the bitches at every season. 



The CBC does not recognise nor wishes to have members that entertain these  behaviour 

patterns. 

Then there is the Ethical Breeder. An ethical breeder is knowledgeble about the breed and 

will do health checks ( hip and elbow gradings, SAVA Eye Clearance tests & Character & Breed 

Assessment) prior to breeding, supply veterinary care for their pups, have them microchipped 

and registered with KUSA and do home checks. The breeding programme/s will concentrate 

round producing a healthy pup aligning to the KUSA Breed Standard and not to any other 

Standard!   

An Ethical Breeder would also care to continue the relationship with the new puppy owner.  

(Ed.Note: See CBC Code of Ethics) 

PURPOSE OF THIS ARTICLE: EDUCATION OF THE BREEDER / NEW PUPPY OWNER & ALL 

PEOPLE OF INTEREST 

This article was drawn up using various different thoughts, actions and documentations from 

Bullmastiff Breeders both past and present and both ethical and non-ethical. It is by no means 

the only Guideline and our members and ethical Breeders are welcome to incorporate  the 

input into their own Guidelines should they wish to. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Cape Bullmastiff Club has become concerned  about the increasing number of puppies and 

young dogs  that are being advertised fo a re-home or re- habilitation, after having initially been 

placed with a ‘suitable home’. 

This could be due to multiple factors  but the common thread is that the new owners  are 

simply not geared up for a Bullmastiff puppy and management & behaviour problems arise 

and the puppy is always blamed. 

Most ethical breeders have their own Questionaire that they distribute and that is a positive 

step towards identifying suitable homes, however some of the potential new owners  do not 

always fill in ‘the truth or the whole truth’. And there are some that don’t follow any of the 

given instructions. Home checks would help but are not always possible. 

There are also breeders who will sell their pups to anyone with the available amount of money 

with no questions asked. These ‘breeders’ need educating if they are to stay around.  

Suggested below are some criteria for perusal. 

1. The Breeders should have a KUSA number so that the pups can be registered. With this 

comes the mandatory microchip. 



2. There are different ideas as to whether the new owner needs to be a KUSA member. 

Yes, if they intend to show or breed, but what if the dog is going to be just a pet and 

companion? Will being a KUSA member make them a better puppy owner? 

3. The new puppy owners should show an interest in the parents documentation, previous 

progeny, health checks and general nurturing of the pup. The first 6-8 weeks of a 

puppies life is extremely important as it lays the grounding for the future development 

of the pup. The new owners should, if possible, visit the breeder at her home and be 

totally committed to taking care of their pup…. Both financially and physically. 

4. Breeders MUST have their pups innoculated and dewormed to a protocol advised by 

their veterinarians. “Breeders” that buy vaccinations from any other source and then 

vaccinate the pup themselves cannot be called ethical and no new puppy owner should 

accept a puppy that has not been ‘vet checked’ and correctly innoculated and 

documented. ( Vet stamped & signed). 

                                                  

5. Breeders and deposits: some breeders ask for a deposit. Some at the initial booking or 

some where along the line. This is an arrangement between the two parties. However 

the breeder needs to keep in mind that should the sale fall through due to a fault from  

the breeders side the deposit needs to be returned.    

6. Breeders & a Purchase Agreement / Contract: this is an arrangement  between the 

breeder and the new puppy owner and can contain any clause desired. However, both 

breeder and puppy owner need to be in agreement to the  contents and also 

understand the consequences of such an agreement. Often the new owner   does not 

fully understand and then problems can occur. Some breeders are extreme in their 

requirements  which is their right BUT the new owner needs to  understand what is 

entailed before purchase.  

7. Breeders and breeding restrictions: this is a reasonable action and can, amongst other 

things,  refer to the hips and elbows that should be x-rayed and graded prior to any 

breeding whether sanctioned or not. Dysplasia is rife  in the Bullmastiff and to breed 

dogs without the guidelines refering to dysplasia is doing the breed a diservice. 

However, due to the small available gene pool in SA it may be necessary to introduce  a 



dog with less than perfect hips or elbows but otherwise healthy and phynotypical into a 

breeding programme. This is referred to as a “ good to bad” situation. (Keep in mind 

that prior to the early nineties no one in SA x-rayed their Bullmastiffs!) Due to the 

hereditary nature of the condition the “good to bad” senario can produce clear 

progeny which must, of course, be monitored.  

There are other reasons for ‘breeding’ restrictions: there are some breeders that do 

not want to share  their dogs genes. This is, in my opinion, somewhat short sighted as 

they are then  not improving the Bullmastiff per se  (if of course they have a superior 

speciman) and they are also restricting their Affix on pedigrees.    

8.  Children in the family: this can be a delight or a nightmare depending on the 

supervision of the parents. Children do need to know the boundaries  of what they can 

and cannot do……just the same as the puppy. Parents that do not fulfil the discipline 

role are a major reason for bad/ incorrect behaviour in both their kids and the new 

puppy and, once again the Breeder needs to be very selective in this area. 

9. Exercise, socialisation and training:  an absolute MUST from the beginning. This is part of 

the pups development into a stable pet. If the new human caregiver cannot / will not 

commit to these activities please think again!  

An extra  thought would be to either make or donate a years membership to the CBC, supply a 

start up bag of food  and if the pup is for exhibition, then help them along that road. 

Ed: - according to Dr Mohr from OP one in every four pups of any breed are defective in some 

way and both the breeder and new owner need to discuss matters should it be their pup that 

is defective. For example two adults with  perfect hip and elbow grading can still produce a 

dysplastic puppy.  
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Family photos 
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INTRODUCING BONNE VIE BULLMASTIFFS 

Sonja Nehring 

KUSA Affix Pending 2021 

KUSA # 1043573 

Sonlandpark, Vereeniging, Gauteng.  

0762560265 or email: Sonja.nehring@gmail.com 

    

mailto:Sonja.nehring@gmail.com


Some of us already know Sonja from her journey with Sargethrust, however Sonja has now 

registered her own Affix with KUSA and will be proceeding forward. We wish her well      .  

Sonja has this to say: “My aim is to breed healthy dogs with stable temperaments that are 

true to the Breed Standard as far as possible.  

I sell puppies without contracts as they are difficult to impossible to enforce. I do however do 

home checks / family scenario as far as possible. Exports will only be considered under 

exceptional circumstances. I register my Bullmastiffs with KUSA and place breeding 

restriction on them. Should the new owner wish to breed, I lift the restrictions when the 

health checks, namely hip and elbow dysplasia and a SAVA Eye Clearance have been done 

and found to be satisfactory. I would like to do the Character and Breed Assessment on my 

breeding stock even though I don’t currently exhibit. 

I deem myself responsible for each pup that I home for its lifetime and have welcomed 

‘returns’ with no problem”.      

          

  



 

 

Litter whelped 20th August 2021 

                                                         Submitted by Sonja Nehring  



*************** 

Ear Taping in the Bullmastiff Puppy 

The ear cartilage in the young pup is very soft and tends to go any which way as decided with 

in the first few months of life. This is due to several factors: forty % Bulldog heritage being of 

note, but subservience to an older or alpha canine (pulling the ears back) and teething are the 

major causes. By the time the pups are at least 7-8 months the ear set will be determined as 

the cartilage will have hardened and formed a particular position (hopefully the correct 

position) but if not, this shape can be described as a ‘rose ear’ or its equal, which is 

undesirable in the Bullmastiff.   

For some folks this is not important but for exhibiting in the Conformation Ring it is 

important.  

To maintain the correct ear setting for the adult ear, taping sometimes must be done. 

  

There are various methods, and these have been well 

documented in the Bullmastiff manuals and in a previous 

CBC Newsletter.  

The easiest and a very efficient method is the “Piglet’’ 

which is demonstrated on the pups below. 

 

 

      

Before and After taping.  



The tape needs to be applied with a bit of pressure to ensure adherence and can be replaced 

daily if necessary. Any skin and /or hair damage will repair itself in time. A poor ear set will 

remain if not attended too. 

                                          

                                                 

 

 

An adult with a very handsome and correct 

ratio proportional head but with incorrect and 

undesirable ear set – rose ears. 

 

********************** 

Letters/Comments/Questions 

“If the Bullies are the 5th most dangerous dog in the USA, then the rest must be powder puffs. 

Never heard such drivel!” Charles Pietersen  

* 

Only one reply was received regarding the CBC proposal of the mini – cups at the Trophy 

Shows! So, what’s up Show folks? Not interested? Don’t care? Can’t wait?   Do tell!! 

* 

In the March 2021 Issue of the Newsletter the question was raised about WHY the Bullmastiff 

should have small ears. To date – not one reply      Folks don’t you want to know about YOUR 

chosen breed?   

Or do you already know?  

********************** 



STUTTERHEIM CHAMPIONSHIP SHOWS 

Only 3 Bullmastiffs entered with Adencrown Uptown Girl of 

Haaita owned by Ria Steyn scoring 44 points 

 

Note to all exhibitors: please use the attached CBC Points 

Sheet to submit your show points. Do not alter it in any way. 

Do not use Excel or other formats. They will not be accepted. 

Points may be sent to info@capebullmastiffclub.co.za or 

Hoffman. charmaine@gmail.com 

Good luck to those going to PE. Please submit your points ASAP😊 

****************** 

GAUTENG SHOWS & GOLDFIELDS DOG OF THE YEAR   

Hearty congratulations to Gr.Ch., Ch. Honey Dynasty 

Cosmo Maxwell of Ikangwa Imp (Latvia). 

“Max” did the breed proud, and we celebrate his wins.  

He was one of the only 6 Working Group dogs to qualify 

for Goldfields Dog of the Year and was shortlisted. 

“Max” now has 6 CACIBS and is waiting for KUSA to 

recognise his international status.    

       

     ********************* 

The information in this magazine is confidential to its members. Statements or opinions may 

be expressed in this communication that are personal to the writers and do not necessarily 

represent the views of the Club. Any request for personal information not printed will only be 

considered with consent. 

The Cape Bullmastiff Club, Post Net Suite 65, Private bag X15, Somerset West 7129 

www.capebullmastiffclub.co.za or info@capebullmastiffclub.co.za 
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